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ABSTRACT

Approximation of acoustic Green’s functions through cross-correlation of acoustic signals in the ocean is a relatively
young field that has become an area of interest over the past few years. Although the amplitudes of these estimates
generally differ from those of the true Green’s Function, the estimated arrival structure can be highly accurate. Inter-
hydrophone travel times extracted from these Green’s Function estimates can therefore be relied upon for practical
applications. Acoustic data were collected for two weeks during late 2006 on an L-shaped array (combination of vertical
hydrophone line array and horizontal bottom-mounted hydrophone line array) that was deployed in shallow water ( 70-
75m depth) on the New Jersey Shelf. The data were cross-correlated and acoustic Green’s Functions were subsequently
estimated. This paper describes how the inter-hydrophone travel times extracted from these Green’s Function estimates
were used to self-localise the array. Successful implementation of this cross-correlation derived travel-time application
provided the array geometry information necessary for both ambient and active source acoustic data recorded on the
array to be useful for other analyses.

INTRODUCTION

The Green’s function between two points is the point source
solution of the governing acoustic propagation equations (i.e.,
it is the signal that would be received at one point given a unit
impulsive source at the other). It is fully dependent upon the
geometry and environment under consideration, and therefore
can be used to determine information about the environment,
through which acoustic transmission between the two points
takes place.

It has been shown that good estimates of the acoustic Green’s
function between two points can be determined from cross-
correlations of diffuse sound fields (Lobkis & Weaver 2001).
This concept, which eliminates the requirement of having a
source at either location, has been successfully applied to prob-
lems in ultrasonic noise e.g., (Weaver & Lobkis 2001, Malcolm
et al. 2004, van Wijk 2006), ambient noise in a homogeneous
medium (e.g., Roux et al. 2005), seismic noise (e.g., Campillo
& Paul 2003, Snieder 2004, Shapiro et al. 2005, Sabra et al.
2005, Gerstoft et al. 2006, Wapenaar & Fokkema 2006, Yang
et al. 2007, Lin et al. 2007), moon-seismic noise (e.g., Larose
et al. 2005), and even human skeletal muscle noise (e.g., Sabra
et al. 2007).

In recent years, acoustic Green’s function estimates through
ocean noise cross-correlation have been explained theoreti-
cally (Sabra et al. 2005), and demonstrated experimentally
(Roux et al. 2004). Siderius et al. (2006) applied the concept
to passive fathometry, and showed that it can be used to ap-
proximate seafloor structure. Sabra et al. (2005b) used noise
cross-correlation for array localisation and self-synchronisation.
These studies all concluded that accurate direct-path acoustic
travel times between hydrophones can be obtained from noise
cross-correlation in the ocean.

The acoustic data under consideration here were collected
during late 2006 on an L-shaped array (combination of ver-

tical hydrophone line array and horizontal bottom-mounted
hydrophone line array) that was deployed in shallow water ( 70-
75m depth) on the New Jersey Shelf. Tropical Storm Ernesto
passed through the region during the array deployment. Large
sea state and wind conditions developed and thus active source
experimental activities were ceased; however, the acoustic hy-
drophone array remained operative throughout this period. The
extraction of Green’s function estimates from 20–100 Hz noise
recorded on the horizontal portion of the hydrophone array
from during this period have been discussed in detail elsewhere
(Brooks & Gerstoft 2009), as has diagnosis of channel faults
that occurred in the array during that period (Brooks et al. 2008).
Travel times extracted from the Green’s function estimates were
shown to approximately match those expected for the a priori
array geometry; however, a detailed comparison of all inter-
hydrophone travel time estimates with the linear a priori geom-
etry was not done.

Preliminary analysis of active source data recorded on the ar-
ray before and after the passing of Tropical Storm Ernesto
suggested small anomalies in the horizontal array geometry.
Differences in travel times from any given active source (at
a known location) to hydrophone pairs were consistently less
than expected for the assumed straight-line array geometry, sug-
gesting that the hydrophone array may not have been located
linearly on the seafloor (i.e., that it is splayed). It was thus
deemed necessary to either confirm or correct the a priori ge-
ometry of the array (i.e., localise the array) so that any acoustic
data collected on the array could be confidently used for other
applications.

Estimation of array shape from travel times and other acous-
tic data has previously been performed using discrete sources
(Hodgkiss 1989, Hodgkiss et al. 2003, Dosso et al. 2004). Either
an active source or ship noise at approximately known locations
is used. If exact source locations are not known, the inversion al-
gorithm can invert for both source and receiver positions. Inputs
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for the inversions generally consist of source-receiver travel
times, a priori estimates of the source and receiver geometry,
and estimated errors in travel times and geometry, as well as
other assumptions such as the array elements being able to be
approximated by a smooth function.

Sabra et al. (2005b) developed a two-dimensional algorithm
(all receivers must be located on the same horizontal plane,
allowing for an isovelocity assumption) for array element self-
localisation from ambient noise cross-correlations. Their meth-
ods were experimentally shown to be effective for HLA hy-
drophone localisation, and as such, form a basis for the method-
ology presented here.

Travel times extracted from day-long noise cross-correlations
are used here in a hydrophone self-localisation inversion to
estimate the true geometry of the horizontal portion of the L-
shaped array. All the horizontal line array (HLA) elements as
well as the lowest vertical line array (VLA) element are con-
sidered. The VLA element is included so that the location of
the HLA relative to the VLA can be estimated also. Velocity
changes near the bottom of the water column are negligible and
therefore the isovelocity assumption remains valid when con-
sidering cross-correlations with the lowest VLA element. The
curved array geometry estimated here provides more consistent
acoustic travel times for active noise sources than the a priori
assumed straight line geometry.

CROSS-CORRELATION THEORY

In an ocean environment it would be desirable to have a volume
distribution of sources, as this would excite all acoustic modes,
enabling an accurate Green’s function approximation to be ob-
tained from acoustic cross-correlations. Source configurations
that do not meet this criterion will yield poorer Green’s function
approximations (Brooks & Gerstoft 2009).

In the absence of an active test source, acoustic fields recorded
by seafloor mounted hydrophones can be dominated by shipping
noise, or by ambient noise sources such as biological species
or ocean waves. At frequencies above a few hundred Hertz
the ocean sound field is usually dominated by surface noises
from ocean waves (Wenz 1962, Urick 1975, Loewen & Melville
1991), whilst at frequencies below about 100 Hz the noise field
is usually dominated by shipping noise (Wenz 1962, Urick
1975).

The noise field is here modelled as a set of sources that are uni-
formly and densely distributed within a horizontal plane near
the surface of a waveguide. This assumption is reasonable for
either ocean wave dominated fields, or ship dominated sound
fields in regions of high shipping density. Although this config-
uration does not meet the desired volume distribution discussed
previously, it is sufficient for the approximation of direct-path
travel times (Brooks & Gerstoft 2009).

The cross-correlation of acoustic data recorded on two receivers
in the ocean can be derived following the stationary phase
methodologies of Snieder et al. (2006) and Brooks et al. (2007).
The cross-correlation of the signals recorded at two receivers,
A and B, is:

CAB(w) = |rS(w)|2n
ZZ

G(rA,rS)G⇤(rB,rS)dxdy, (1)

where S(w) is the ship source spectrum, r is the density of the
medium, n is the number of sources per unit area, G(ry ,rS) is
the Green’s function between the source, S, and receiver, y , ⇤
denotes the complex conjugate, and x and y are the horizontal
axes parallel and perpendicular to the vertical plane containing
A and B respectively.

The full Green’s function at each receiver can be written as
a superposition of direct and reflected waves. For a uniform
sound speed (isovelocity) waveguide, bounded by a free surface
at the top and a bottom with reflection coefficient G (assumed to
be independent of angle of incidence), the Green’s function be-
tween the source, S, and receiver, y , can be expressed as a sum
of free-field Green’s functions (Brekhovskikh 1960, Brooks &
Gerstoft 2007):

G(ry ,rS) =
•
Â

by =0
Gby G f (L1y )+

•
Â

by =1
Gby G f (L2y ), (2)

where

L1y =
✓q

(x� xy )2 + y2 +(2by D+ z± zy )2
◆

, (3)

and

L2y =
✓q

(x� xy )2 + y2 +(2by D� z± zy )2
◆

. (4)

The symbol by represents the number of bottom bounces for
a given path, D is the depth of the waveguide, the y = 0 hor-
izontal axis is defined as that which contains both A and B,
and G f (R) = eikR

4pR is the 3D Green’s function within a homo-
geneous medium, where k is the wave number and R is the
total distance that a particular wave travels. The first term on
the RHS of Eq. (2) includes all up-going waves, and the sec-
ond term includes all down-going waves as measured from the
source.

Inserting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) yields a cross-correlation expres-
sion that consists of the sum of the integrals of all possible
combinations of the interaction between any path to the first
receiver, and any path to the second. Consider any of these indi-
vidual interactions. Substitution of Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), that is,
cross-correlation between two arbitrary paths, yields (Snieder
et al. 2006, Brooks & Gerstoft 2007)

CAB(w) = |rS(w)|2n
GbA+bB

(4p)2

ZZ eik(LA�LB)

LALB
dxdy, (5)

where by is the number of bottom bounces for the path to y ,
and

Ly =
q

(x� xy )2 + y2 +(2by D± z± zy )2, (6)

is the length of the given path between the source, S, and re-
ceiver, y .

Application of the method of stationary phase to Eq. (5) (Sabra
et al. 2005, Snieder et al. 2006, Bender & Orszag 1978, Brooks
& Gerstoft 2007), and summation over all stationary points,
yields

CAB(w) = in|S(w)|2 Â
cs

✓
GbA+bB cr
2w cosq

G f (R(cs))
◆

, (7)

where c is the wave velocity, f is the acoustic frequency, w =
2p f is the angular frequency, q is the acute angle between the
ray path and the vertical, and cs are the stationary points. Note
that the stationary points satisfy the relationship qA =±qB. The
positive relationship between qA and qB only occurs when the
path to the furthest receiver passes through the closer receiver,
hence the relationship between the summed cross-correlations
and the Green’s function between the receivers. The negative
relationship corresponds to stationary-phase contributions from
cross-correlations between a wave that initially undergoes a
surface reflection, and one that does not (Sabra et al. 2005,
Brooks & Gerstoft 2007). Both wave and ship sources are near
the ocean surface. Thus these spurious arrivals will converge
to almost the same time delay as the true Green’s function
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paths, and due to the long wavelengths, will not be observed as
separate peaks. Hence these spurious arrivals can be neglected.

The cross-correlation in Eq. (7) produces an amplitude and
phase shaded Green’s function. The amplitude shading is de-
pendent on the travel path and also contains constant and fre-
quency dependent components. Due to the 1/w factor phase
shading in Eq. (7), the time domain Green’s function is pro-
portional to the derivative of the summed cross-correlations
(Roux et al. 2005, Snieder 2004, Sabra et al. 2005, Brooks &
Gerstoft 2007):

∂CAB(t)
∂ t

'� [GAB(t)�GAB(�t)] . (8)

The raw cross-correlation, rather than its time derivative, is
often used as an approximation to the Green’s function (Roux
et al. 2004, Derode et al. 2003, Siderius et al. 2006, Gerstoft et al.
2008), and for a mid-high frequency finite bandwidth signal
this can be a good approximation, since the cross-correlation
and its derivative closely resemble one another. However the
time-derivative, which will correct for the p/2 phase difference
between the raw cross-correlation arrival peak and that of the
Green’s function, should be employed if exact arrival times are
desired.

CROSS-CORRELATION OF ACOUSTIC DATA

Acoustic data were recorded on a 32-element L-shaped hy-
drophone array. The array location and geometry are shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1: (a) The hydrophone array was located within the
SW06 experimental site, off the Eastern coast of the USA. (b)
L-shaped hydrophone array: hydrophones 1–10 represent the
VLA and hydrophones 13–32 represent the HLA. Hydrophones
11–12, which were tied off at the electronics box directly under-
neath the VLA, are not shown.

Correlations of 20–100 Hz September 2 data recorded on the
HLA and lowest VLA element of the L-shaped array were
performed following the methodology outlined in the ‘Cross-
correlation Theory’ section. Detailed empirical Green’s func-
tion estimates for the data recorded on the horizontal por-

tion of the array have been published previously (Brooks &
Gerstoft 2009), and hence only a summary of the raw cross-
correlation results is presented here. An example of the cross-
correlations obtained between hydrophone 13 (the first hy-
drophone in the HLA) and all other hydrophones in the HLA is
shown in Figure 2. The cross-correlations show both direct and
surface-reflected paths. Although the direct-path time-distance
relationship appears to the eye, to be almost linear, it is actu-
ally slightly curved. The estimated direct-path travel times in
Figure 2(c) are seen to be slightly less than the simulated travel
times at larger distances, suggesting that the actual length of the
array is slightly less than suggested by the a priori geometry.
In addition, differences in travel times from any given active
source (at a known location) to hydrophone pairs were seen to
be consistently less than expected for the assumed straight-line
array geometry, suggesting that the hydrophone array may not
have been located linearly on the seafloor.

INVERSION ALGORITHM FOR ARRAY ELEMENT
LOCALISATION

The array element inversion process presented here approxi-
mates an array geometry with inter-hydrophone travel times
that best match the measured travel time estimates. The basis
for the inversion process stems from that of Sabra et al. 2005b,
though the process has been adapted and modified to directly
suit the array under consideration here. The bottom of the VLA
is chosen as the origin, and the 20 HLA elements (hydrophones
13–32), which are all assumed to be at a constant depth, are
parameterised in 2D by their distance and azimuth from the
first element. The single VLA element under consideration (hy-
drophone 10) is parameterised by its height from the seafloor.
For the purpose of the inversion, the VLA element (hydrophone
10), is denoted ‘element 1’, and the HLA elements, hydrophones
13–32 respectively, are denoted ‘elements 2–21’.

The model vector of unknown parameters is that which defines
the array geometry:

m = [h1,d2, ...,dM ,q2,q3, ...,qM�1]T, (9)

where M = 21 is the number of elements (hydrophones) in
the array, h1 is the height of the VLA hydrophone above the
seafloor, d j is the distance from the origin to HLA element j,
and q j is the azimuth relative to the two ends of the array (i.e.,
qM = 0). The inversion therefore seeks to estimate 2M�2 (i.e.,
40) unknowns.

Each cross-correlation has a peak in both positive and negative
time (see Figure 2), which correspond to propagation paths
in opposite directions. Travel times, Ti, j, between elements i
and j (for all 1  i < j  M), were estimated from the cross-
correlated data as the mean time corresponding to the peak of
the empirical Green’s function approximation envelope, where
‘mean’ is here the average between the absolute values of the
positive and negative peak times.

The observed data vector of travel times,

T = [T1,2,T1,3...,T1,M ,T2,3, ...,TM�1,M ]T, (10)

consists of M(M�1)/2 (i.e., 210) terms. The array is a priori
assumed to be straight. The a priori estimate of the unknown
parameters is therefore map = [l2, ..., lM ,0, ...,0,c0]T , where l j
is the pre-experiment measured hydrophone separation.

The inversion seeks to minimise the difference between the mea-
sured travel times and those computed from the model vector,
whilst simultaneously ensuring that the resulting hydrophone
locations lie on a smooth spline.
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Figure 2: Cross-correlations between channel 13 (first HLA
hydrophone) and all other channels plotted a) as a function of
channel number, and (b) as a function of distance from Channel
13, assuming a priori hydrophone locations. (c) Normalised
envelope of the cross-correlation function time derivative, with
simulated (from a priori geometry) direct-path travel times
(black dotted lines).
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(11)

The travel time differences should be weighted by the inverse
of the uncertainties of the measured times. This is done by

pre-multiplication with the diagonal regularisation matrix:

W1 = diag
⇥
w1,2,w1,3...,w1,M ,w2,3, ...,wM�1,M

⇤
, (12)

where w j,k are uncertainty weightings for each observation data.
If the uncertainty is assumed to be a constant number of samples
independent of the hydrophone pair, then the difference between
the observed travel times, T, and the computed travel times,
Tcal, should be equally uncertain regardless of hydrophone pair.
Unity regularisation weighting was therefore used.

The first objective function to be minimised is

F1 = [W1(T�Tcal)]T [W1(T�Tcal)] (13)

= [(T�Tcal)]T [(T�Tcal)]. (14)

The second consideration of the inversion is the shape of the
array. The a priori assumption is that the array is straight. The
inversion therefore seeks to minimise the difference in azimuth
between straight lines connecting successive elements.

The change in azimuth vector between the lines connecting two
successive elements is

DQ = [Dq2, ...,Dq j, ...,DqM�1]T , (15)

where

Dq j = phase(d j+1eiq j+1 �d jeiq j )

�phase(d jeiq j �d j�1eiq j�1).
(16)

Unity regularisation weighting is applied. The smoothness ob-
jective function is therefore

F2 = [DQ]T [DQ]. (17)

The objective function to be minimised is the weighted sum of
F1 and F2:

F = F1 +aF2

= [(T�Tcal)]T [(T�Tcal)]+a[DQ]T [DQ],
(18)

where a is the Lagrange multiplier that governs the relative im-
portance of the observed travel times and the array smoothing.

The array geometry is estimated as that which minimises the
objective function, F.

APPLICATION OF INVERSION ALGORITHM TO
DATA

The array element localisation algorithm was applied to the
travel times obtained from the September 2 ambient noise
cross-correlations. Minimisation of the objective function was
achieved using the MATLAB® nonlinear least squares func-
tion. The subspace trust region method for nonlinear minimisa-
tion (Celis et al. 1985, Coleman & Li 1994) was chosen over
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as the problem has bound
constraints and is overdetermined.

Since the least-squares algorithm attempts to minimise all travel
time differences, it can be susceptible to bias from outliers. The
six largest values were therefore rejected for each calculation of
the objective function (stability was checked and results using
rejection of 5–20 largest values showed negligible variation).

Lower and upper limits on inter-element spacing were set to
half and twice the a priori values. The large upper bound was
used because inversion results yielding distances greater than
the a priori data would have suggested a problem with either
the data or the algorithm. The distances calculated from the
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Figure 3: Array element locations: a priori (circles) and a posteriori (asterisks) results from non-linear least squares travel-time inversion.

Figure 4: Normalised envelopes of the cross-correlation func-
tion time derivative, plotted as a function of distance from
Channel 13 (first HLA hydrophone), with overlaid simulated
direct (black dotted lines) path travel times (white dotted lines)
assuming (a) the a priori geometry, and (b) the a posteriori
geometry.

inversion were, however, generally about 5% less than the a
priori values, which is consistent with the expectation that the
hydrophones were spaced more closely. Different values of the
Lagrange multiplier, a (see Eq. (18)), were also compared. The
resulting geometry was observed to be reasonably smooth even
when a was set to zero.

The inverted element location results are show in Figure 3, along
with the a priori locations. The a posteriori geometry supports
the original hypothesis that the HLA was not lying in a straight
line. Results using estimates of the unknown parameters map
that are different to the a priori geometry converge to the same a
posteriori geometry. The a posteriori geometry results yielded
array spacings that better matched simulated travel times. As an

example, simulated travel times are overlaid on the normalised
envelopes of the cross-correlation function time derivative in
Figure 4 assuming (a) the a priori array geometry, and (b) the a
posteriori geometry. The a posteriori geometry results are seen
to give a closer fit to the simulated times. Although not shown
here, the a posteriori geometry also better matches travel times
from active sources generated at known locations relative to the
VLA.

CONCLUSION

Acoustic inter-hydrophone travel time estimates were extracted
from ambient noise cross-correlations of hydrophone array data.
These travel time estimates were successfully incorporated into
an inversion algorithm for self-localisation of the horizontal
portion of an L-shaped array. Inter-hydrophone travel times
corresponding to the curved a posteriori array shape better
matches simulated travel times, and also match well with travel
times from active sources at known locations better than the a
priori shape, supporting the original hypothesis that the array
was not lying in a straight line
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